Tinos Quarry Platform is a forum for
contemporary art operating an artist-in-residence
program located on the island of Tinos, Greece.
TQP invites participants from Greece and
abroad to work on a range of artistic and cultural
projects. Emergent synergies between artists
and the landscape contribute to the development
of networks that include both local and
international audiences while opening
the space to a wider public.
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The work of Hong Kong artist Samson Young combines materials from musical modernism with strategies adopted from

Hong-Kai Wang.

contemporary art to address themes of transnationalism and postcolonial identity. His work has appeared in the Venice Biennale,
Art Basel Hong Kong, the Darmstadt Internationale Ferienkurse für Neue Musik, and Team Gallery (New York). Young has received

Curated by: G Douglas Barrett
and Petros Touloudis

Emma Dusong Ta voix (2013)

book, modified metronome, table

Petros Touloudis, Samson Young, and

degrees from the University of Sydney and Princeton.
Berlin-based German artist Raphael Sbrzesny studied visual art, composition, and percussion in Stuttgart, Paris, Munich,
and Bern. His work, which combines performance, video, installation, and sculpture, has been exhibited in institutions such as the
Kunstmuseum Stuttgart and the Staatliche Kunsthalle Baden-Baden. Beginning in 2017 he will be a fellow at Akademie Schloss
Solitude in Stuttgart, Germany.

https://tinosquarryplatform.com/

Emma Dusong, Your Voice (November 2013) [Excerpt]

The free movement of bodies and objects

Interdisciplinary artist Francesco Gagliardi works across the areas of performance, film, video, theater, and writing. Frequently
collaborating with experimental music performers and composers, his work addresses issues of memory, remediation, and translation.
Originally from Turin, Italy, Gagliardi is currently based in Toronto.

Artist Hong-Kai Wang lives between Vienna and Taipei, and she is currently a PhD in Practice candidate at the Academy of Fine Arts in
Vienna. Incorporating sound, text, video, installation, and participatory workshops, Wang’s work addresses issues around postcolonial
identity, often re-using musical forms in a contemporary art context. She has exhibited in the Venice Biennale, the Arnold Schoenberg

Adel Abidin was born in Baghdad and currently lives between Helsinki and Amman. His work uses video, sculpture, photography,

Center, the Contemporary Art Museum Kumamoto (Kumamoto, 2012), and the DOX Centre for Contemporary Art.

Tao G. Vrhovec Sambolec, originally from Ljubljana, Slovenia, is an artist and researcher currently based in Amsterdam.

and sound to explore relationships between identity, art, and politics. A graduate of the Academy of Fine Arts in Baghdad and the

With a background in visual art and music, he studied at The Royal Conservatory in The Hague, and recently completed a fellowship

Academy of Fine Arts in Helsinki, he has exhibited at MoMA, the Venice Biennale, the Cairo Biennial, the Guangzhou Triennial,

Emma Dusong is a French artist and theorist based in Paris. In her intermedial art practice, she works extensively with the voice as

at the Bergen Academy of Arts and Design (KHiB), within the Norwegian Artistic Research Fellowship Programme.

and the New Museum.

both a material and subject matter through sculpture, sound installation, and performance. She has exhibited in the Centre Pompidou,
the Palais de Tokyo, and the Laleh June Galerie.

Alyssa Moxley Sound Entangled Spaces (2017)
Hong-Kai Wang The Broken Orchestra (2007)
multi-channel sound installation

performance, sound installation
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as displayed on two overhead projectors.

speculative reconstruction of a body of
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president-elect’s threat to imprison those

With each performance such a score

practice, is herself a New Zealand-born

In her electronic music compositions,

process of learning origami techniques

responsible for a similar event. The

receives a new sounding life. In Two

immigrant to the US. Her work encodes

Greek musician Lena Platonos unites

by watching YouTube tutorials, noting

Melody Nixon Alien # 0594039587 (2017)

project suggests a double homage: firstly,

Poems, although instruments are defined,

literary and artistic forms through a

political concerns for contemporary

that such videos typically isolate the

performance, text, installation

to American artist Dread Scott’s 1988

Koumendakis provides no instructions

rubric of political engagement. Here

urban issues, including migration, with

tutor’s hands thus obscuring gender.

What is the Proper Way to Display a US

or legend for reading the various forms

Nixon’s prompt recalls the text score

personal narratives of love and loss. Her

In the context of Reassembly ’s focus on

Flag?, a work that invited participants

of indeterminate notation. Given only a

compositions of experimental music,

watershed 1985 LP, Gallop, for example,

musicality, Economou’s work recalls

to step on an American flag and which

visual representation of the music, here

while her redacted text refers to the

includes vocalized commentary on

Fluxus artist and composer Ben Patterson

prompted President Bush Senior’s

the spectator alone becomes responsible

literary practice of erasure poetry. By

“Rumanian Immigrants” set against her

whose paper-based performances

support of legislation that subsequently

for imagining the sounding result.

displaying and inviting public revisions

characteristic synth pop textures and

invoked issues around race within a

prohibited such acts. Secondly, the

The poetry of Two Poems is thus found

to these documents, with which customs

electronic dance beats. The album,

highly Eurocentric artistic movement.

project alludes to Iannis Xenakis’s 1958

not in literary meaning but in the

and immigrations officers routinely

Platonos notes, was composed in the

Here Economou similarly reinscribes the

work Concrete PH, a musique concrète

suggestive aurality of the page and its

confront immigrants upon arrival in

wake of a painful breakup, an event the

(gendered) body through the geometric

composition that consists entirely of

musical markings.

the US, Nixon domesticates and reworks

composer channelled into broader social

folds of her contoured white surfaces.

the sound of a single burning ember.

tools otherwise used for the domination

and political commentary. According to

Invoking musique concrète composer

Reassembly co-curator Petros Touloudis’s

and control of already marginalized

Platonos, Gallop stands as “a study in the

Pierre Schaeffer’s notion of acousmatics

A Study for “Mediterranean Desert” (2012)

migrant populations.

mythology of urban population of the

—wherein recordings are imagined as

layers the artificial and the natural by

contemporary metropolis and also a gaze

capable of removing all reference to a

reflecting upon the Mediterranean and

With a different perspective on a similar

into the future life of it.” Such a study

sound’s source—the project asks: to what

the long history of cultures shaped by

thread, Israeli-American artist Sari

ultimately represents only a fraction

extent can sound reliably evidence acts

its ebb and flow. Responding to

Carel uses zoology and ornithology as

of Platonos’s monumental output

of transgression? Side A features Barrett’s

Koumendakis’s Mediterranean Desert

tools for excavating the endangered and

as an electronic musician, which has

original flag-burning recording while

(1998-2000), a piano cycle meditation

sometimes extinct histories of human

been largely overlooked outside of a

Side B consists of two original works

on the flora and fauna specific to the

migration. Carel’s Migration: Earth and

Greek context.

(Tobacco and Oil) by Reassembly artist

Mediterranean, Touloudis attempts

Samson Young.

to capture a sense of movement and

Dora Economou Her Greatest Misses (2017)
paper (variable dimensions)

Sari Carel Earth and Sky (2017)
Brief no. 8 (Sitting Mat); Brief no. 9 (An Instrument for
Clean-ing); Brief no. 12 (External Wall), Oil on wood,
photograph, watercolor, pigment, and pencil on paper,
handmade rope

Sky (2017) is a multifaceted intermedia

time endemic to the region through

project that unites disparate bodies of

The work of Greek artist Dora Economou

artistic, anthropological, and scientific

speaks to culturally and geographically

Lena Platonos Gallop (1985)

Greek composer Giorgos Koumendakis

the repetitive movement of a wave. Yet

research around the Hula Valley region

specific representations of gender

electronic music album, video,

draws from the legacy of twentieth

what appears initially as a naturalistic

of northern Israel. These include data

and feminism. Economou broadly

33:16 min.

century graphic notation practices

image of the ocean is later shown to be

analyses of bird migration patterns, an

combines modernist European sculptural

accompanying audio diary, and a series of

practices with influences ranging from

“research sculptures” that provide partial

the “women’s work” movement of the

reconstructions of the craft work found

1970s to the kinds of paper folding

in the pre-Zionist Bedouin villages of the

found in Japanese origami. In Her

G Douglas Barrett What is the Sound
of One Flag Burning? (2017)
performance, video (4:09 min.), vinyl record

Giorgos Koumendakis Two Poems (1980)
graphic score

Main Sponsors:

Sari Carel is an Israeli-American artist based in New York. Her work uses sculpture, video, and sound to address issues of ecology
and identity, often through the figure of technological obsolescence. She has exhibited at the Haifa Museum of Art, Melanie Flood
Projects (Portland, OR), Locust Projects (Miami), and Johannes Vogt Gallery (New York).
Alyssa Moxley is an American artist working with sound and narratives of identity, place, and space. Currently, based in Greece, she

The work of Greek musician Lena Platonos has been highly influential for Greek electronic music and art music beginning in the 1980s.

received her MFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.

A pioneer in the genre of synth pop, Platonos has composed and produced dozens of albums and EPs over the course of her artistic

Melody Nixon is a New Zealand-born author and artist living and working in the US. Her essays, criticism, fiction, and interviews have

career.

Reassembly co-curator G Douglas Barrett is an artist, theorist, and occasional curator. His artistic work, which draws on his
experience as a composer, has been discussed in publications like The Wire, Postmodern Culture, MusikTexte, and Guernica. His book,
After Sound: Toward a Critical Music, was published in 2016 by Bloomsbury.
Greek musician Giorgos Koumendakis has an extensive career of accomplishments as a composer of art music. Studying with Boulez,
Ligeti, and Xenakis, he was awarded the Prix de Rome prize and composed the opening and closing ceremony music for the 2004 Athens
Olympic Games.
Artist and Reassembly co-curator Petros Touloudis lives between Athens and Tinos. A graduate of the Athens School of Fine Arts,

appeared in BOMB Magazine, Guernica, Conjunctions, Electric Literature, Midnight Breakfast, No Dear Magazine, Gutter Magazine.

Greek artist Dora Economou lives and works in Athens. Frequently working with sculpture, installation, and paper, she studied at the

Touloudis works across the areas of architecture, opera, theater, and visual art (video, sculpture, installation). Between 2015 and 2017

Her artistic work has been presented at USF Bergen, Akademie Schloss Solitude, Tinos Quarry Platform, and Arte Digeribile.

Academy of Fine Art, Athens, and Pratt Institute (New York).

he was a fellow at Akademie Schloss Solitude in Stuttgart, Germany.

Petros Touloudis A Study for
“Mediterranean Desert” (2012)
video, 10:50 min.

